
Citroën C6: Technical Tips and Known Problem   Update 2

V6 Diesel Engines
• Steel coolant pipe, front left wheel arch: Prone to rust, check regularly and replace 

before it starts leaking. Put extra rust proofing on a new one. 
• Thermostat housing: replace every 100.000 kms or every 5-8 years as a precaution
• Replace the timing belt anywhere between 180-200.000 kms, (even when manual says 

240.000)

2.2 HDI 170 BHP
Sometimes one of the two turbo’s will not kick in. If it is the first one, the second one won’t 
come in either because the engine won’t be able to reach the revs needed for that.
If the second one doesn’t come in, you’ll notice power dropping off at around 2600 revs.
In most cases these problems are caused by one of the 4 electric vacuum valves 
controlling the turbo’s. Replace all 4 valves, they cost < € 50 a piece.

*For all common rail diesel engines, fitted with particle filters and EGR valves:
• Use only the best fuel quality you can get, i.e. premium diesel, Shell V-power, BP 

ultimate, Total Excellium. They keep your engine and EGR valves clean.
• NEVER ignore a blocked particle filter warning or a low additive warning, you may end 

up with serious engine or turbo damage.
• Reduce the oil change interval to 20.000 kms
• Only use the prescribed oil quality, i.e. low-saps oil, and don’t experiment with viscosity 

or oil additives. Don’t overfill.
• Clean (use isopropanol or a special MAS cleaner) or replace the mass air sensors every 

40 (city driving) - 80000 kms. You’ll notice the difference immediately, not just in fuel 
economy.

• If you notice your engine becoming noisier when starting cold, check the glow plugs and 
replace a faulty one as soon as possible. A defective glow plug fouls up its combustion 
chamber a lot faster then you may think.

3.0 V6 petrol
Make sure to carry a spare ignition coil on every longer trip. There are six of them, one on 
every spark plug. They tend to die every 60-80.000 kms.

Hydropneumatics and suspension
• Make sure the LDS level in the reservoir correct. That means that the LDS fluid is NOT 

visible in the reservoir, not even in the lowest position. 
• Topping up LDS can only be done properly by using the Diagbox diagnostic tool to 

depressurize the hydraulic system.
• When topping up is necessary, check for leaks and repair before topping up! LDS 

doesn’t evaporate.
• Regularly check the ride height. Use Diagbox to correct the ride height values.



• Suspension spheres: the C6 spheres are hermetically closed and really cannot loose 
their nitrogen gas. Unless: when an overload occurs, (big pothole, hitting kerbstones, 
etc.) the compression force on the membrane may be high enough for it to hit the build-
in safety knife, cutting the membrane and causing all the nitrogen to escape. 

• Therefore, be extremely careful when you decide to buy refurbished C6 spheres, 
chances are that the membrane has touched that safety knife in its previous life and has 
been weakened/damaged but not cut through. 
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• Front suspension lower ball joints: until 2007 the ball joints that were fitted had an 
unsufficient sealing against moist and dirt. Later models were fitted with improved ball 
joints. When replacing, only fit the new type ball joints, which means also replacing the 
pivot.

• Rear axle, tire cupping: the ex-works camber link rods are not adjustable. When the 
rubber bushes start to wear out a little, rear camber becomes increasingly negative, 
causing tire cupping. The link rods can be replaced with adjustable ones, solving this 
problem. They are available from a Citroën dealership in NL, drop me a line at rob@c6-
friends.nl and I will tell you how and where to get them.

Auto gear box
Flush the box every 60-80.000 kms. (Flushing is not the same as an ATF change, because 
only with a flushing pump you can change all the ATF in the box). When you already 
experience gearshift problems, flush and clean with a special cleaner fluid (Liqui Moly or 
others).

Electronics
Instrument panel display. On all C6’es until about 2009: The power supply unit on the 
displays’ PCB sometimes shorts out. In most cases the display can be repaired at 
relatively low costs. As a preventive measure, mount a glass fuse, 5 or 10 A fast, in the 
power supply wire. 

Diagbox diagnosis  system
All C6 engines and in fact the whole car is controlled by a computer system, totalling some 
24 separate and dedicated computers. Communications with the main computer, the BSI, 
take place over 2 separate bus systems, connecting the BSI with all other computers, the 
displays and switches.
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From the engine alone, some 20 sensors and feedbacks feed their signals into this 
system, in order for the engine to run properly and to develop its power the way it should.

Whenever something is wrong, i.e. a signal is received with an unexpected value or a 
signal is not received at all, the computer system will try to find a replacement value in its 
preprogrammed matrix memory, in order for the engine to keep running normally. If that 
doesn’t work out, the system will switch to one of the emergency modes. Engine revs and 
max. power output will be reduced and a warning will be displayed. If the problem is 
considered to be very serious, the system will shut down the engine completely, which is 
the worst case scenario.

To find out which parts are causing the problem, the car is hooked up to the diagnosis 
system, Diagbox. The read-out will provide all the information necessary to pinpoint the 
problem, and thus the defective part(s). That is, if you know how to interpret the messages 
on the read-out properly. Once the repair has been done, defective parts replaced, it is 
necessary to tell the onboard system which parts were replaced and initiate their 
calibration, also using Diagbox. If this last step is omitted, the onboard system will not 
recognize the new parts and you still have a problem! This is something you shouldn’t 
forget when working on the car yourself, without having a Diagbox available. Best advice 
in this case: visit your local Citroën dealer and have them register the new parts into the 
system, and clear the old fault messages. 

Robert
rob@c6-friends.nl
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